
Plate margins 

• Where two plates meet is called a plate margin or plate boundary
• The line between these plates is called a fault line.  

• Constructive plate margin 

o These plates are pulling apart. As they do magma rises up through 

the crack. This magma is very runny and can travel many miles and 
forms a volcano on the surface.

o This volcano is flat and wide and is called a Shield Volcano. This 

leads to new land being formed.   

o It causes earthquakes and volcanoes. 

• Destructive margin 

o These plates are moving towards each other. The denser, 

continental plate, subducts under the lighter, continental plate. 

o As the two plates scrape past each other, friction builds up and 

causes earthquakes.

o As the denser oceanic crust subducts further into the earth, it 
warms and melts. 

o This creates magma which forces its way upwards and causes an 

explosive volcanic eruption.

o This is known as a composite volcano. 

• Conservative margin

o These two plates are moving past each other and cause friction to 

build up which is released in the form of an earthquake. 

o There are no volcanoes found here. 

Natural Hazards 

Tectonic plates 

• The earth crust is split up into a number of different plates about 100km 
thick. 

• They sit onto of the earths mantle 

• These can be divided into two different plates –

o Oceanic crust 

▪ Younger, denser and thinner 

o Continental crust 
▪ Older, lighter and thicker

• Plate move around due to convention currents within the earths mantle. 

o This is when the Hot mantle rises and pulls the crust apart on the 

surface. As it cools, it sinks and drags the crust back down with it. 

This is a constant cycle.   

• This movement leads to tectonic hazards such as earthquakes and volcanoes 
which is why we find these along tectonic plate boundaries. 

What is a natural hazard –

A natural event or process which causes loss of life and/or damage to property 
which creates disruption to human activities. 

The structure of the earth

The earth has 4 layers

The core (divided into inner 

and outer), mantle and crust.
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Tropical storms usually form between 5° and 30° latitude.

1. When the ocean surface waters reaches at least 27°C due 
to solar heating, the warm air above the water rises 

quickly, causing an area of very low pressure

2. As the air rises quickly more warm moist air is drawn 

upwards from above the ocean creating strong winds

3. The rising warm air spirals upward and cools. The water 

vapour it carries condenses and forms cumulonimbus 
clouds.

4. These cumulonimbus clouds form the eye wall of the 

storm.

5. When tropical storms reach a land surface, they begin to 

lose their energy and die out. This is because they are no 

longer receiving heat energy and moisture from the ocean, 
which is needed to drive them. 

Reducing the risk of tectonic hazards

Monitoring - Remote sensing –Satellites detect changes in the volcanos 
shape which suggest magma is building up

Predication– volcanoes are based on scientific monitoring. You can not 

predict earthquakes. 

Protection – The Transamerica pyramid is San Francisco has deep 

foundations that allow it to sway in earthquakes. 

Planning–Hazard maps can show you at risk areas which may restrict what 
can be built / how it should be built. 

Volcanos 

Shield Volcano 

• Shield volcanoes are usually found at constructive

boundaries.

• They are low, with gently s loping s ides.

• They are formed by eruptions of thin, runny lava.

• Eruptions tend to be frequent but relatively gentle

Composite volcano 

• Composite volcanoes are made up of alternating layers of lava and ash (other 

volcanoes just consist of lava).

• They are usually found at destructive boundaries.

• The eruptions from these volcanoes may be a pyroclastic flow rather than a lava flow. 
A pyroclastic flow is a mixture of hot steam, ash, rock and dust.

• A pyroclastic flow can roll down the sides of a  volcano at very high speeds and with 

temperatures of over 400°C.

Earthquake 

An earthquake is the shaking and vibration of the Earth's crust due to 

movement of the Earth's plates (plate tectonics). 

• Earthquakes occur when tension is released from inside the 

crust. 

• Plates do not always move smoothly alongside each other and 

sometimes get stuck. 

• When this happens, pressure builds up. 

• When this pressure is eventually released, an earthquake tends 

to occur.

The point inside the crust where the pressure is released is called the 

focus. The point on the Earth's surface above the focus is called the 

epicentre.

.

Tsunamis 

• Convection currents in the mantle move the plates 

towards each other. 

• An earthquake occurs.

• Water is displaced, creating a wave which spreads 

out.

• As the wave approaches the shore, the wave 

height increases and the wave length shortens.


